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Abstract—Many regions are in urgent need of facial masks for slowing down the spread of COVID-19. To fight the pandemic, people

are contributing masks through donation systems. Most existing systems are built on a centralized architecture which is prone to the

single point of failure and lack of transparency. Blockchain-based solutions neglect fundamental privacy concerns (donation privacy)

and security attacks (collusion attack, stealing attack). Moreover, current auditing solutions are not designed to achieve donation

privacy, thus not appropriate in our context. In this work, we design a decentralized, anonymous, and secure auditing framework

Astraea based on private smart contracts for donation systems. Specifically, we integrate a Distribute Smart Contract (DiSC) with an

SGX Enclave to distribute donations, prove the integrity of donation number (intention) and donation sum while preserving donation

privacy. With DiSC, we design a Donation Smart Contract to refund deposits and defend against the stealing attack the collusion attack

from malicious collector and transponder. We formally define and prove the privacy and security of Astraea by using security reduction.

We build a prototype of Astraea to conduct extensive performance analysis. Experimental results demonstrate that Astraea is

practically efficient in terms of both computation and communication.

Index Terms—Donation systems, auditing, donation privacy, security, private smart contract, commitment

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

THE COVID-19 pandemic has caused more than 5.70 mil-
lion deaths so far according toWHO statistics [1]. It strikes

the health care systems of many countries overwhelmingly.
One serious consequence is the short supply of facial
masks [2],which is crucial to slow the spread ofCOVID-19 [3].

To fight the pandemic, people are voluntarily donating
facial masks to the health care systems, hoping their contri-
butions will be distributed to points of highest need. In this
work, we focus on the underlying donation systems. Each
donation system has a donation chain as depicted in Fig. 1.
For instance, multiple institutions typically act as collectors
or intermediaries [6]; when a donator provides an asset or
donation, a collector will receive the asset and distribute it
to a donee. Besides, some logistics companies are responsi-
ble for delivering assets between the three parties.

Existing donation systems include Eleo [7], Donor-
Snap [8], and easyTithe [9]. They are centralized donor man-
agement platforms based on cloud computing, which
makes them inherently suffer from a single point of failure
and lack of transparency [10]. To mitigate these effects,
some blockchain-based solutions are proposed [11], [12],
[13]. They are proof-of-delivery solution of shipped physical
items based on Ethereum [11], blockchain-based proof-of-
delivery of physical assets with multiple transporters [12],
and donation tracking system using blockchain [13]. How-
ever, these solutions neglect some fundamental privacy con-
cerns and security attacks.

� Privacy concerns. Donation privacy [14], [15], [16],
[17], which is an important feature of donation
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systems. It involves the protection of 1) Number:
number of masks in a donation, 2) Sum: total number
of masks processed by a collector, and 3) Donator/
donee: identities of donators and donees. (Detailed
explanations are given in Section 8.2.)

� Security attacks. (1) Collusion attack, i.e., intermedi-
ate entities on a donation chain colludes to acquire
the number, sum, and identity of donator/donee. (2)
Stealing attack, i.e., intermediate entities steal assets.

Such privacy concerns [4] and security attacks mainly
arise from the unreliability of collectors, such as Red Cross
and commonwealth organizations. It is reported that Red
Cross moved thousands of masks to a “more secure
location” which should be distributed to fight the COVID-
19 [18]. In the US, scammers have held millions of masks
without ever delivering them to individuals [19]. Therefore,
there is a strong need for anonymous and secure auditing
carefully designed for the donation systems. Although
existing work [6], [20] provide privacy-preserving auditing,
they are not designed to cover donation privacy, so it is nat-
ural that they are not entirely applicable for donation sys-
tems with unique features.

Our motivations come from a closer look into blockchain,
smart contracts (SCs), and Intel Software Guard eXtensions
(SGX) from the perspective of system architecture. Block-
chains [21], [22], [23], [24] are gaining significant popularity
as verifiable and reliable records of transactions. SC [25],
[26], [27] allows automatic execution of predefined codes on
top of a blockchain. Blockchain along with SC can solve the
single point of failure and achieve autonomous execution of
functions. However, they ensure verifiability and reliability
by making all transactions and data public, resulting in pri-
vacy concerns that hinder a wide adoption of potential uses.
SGX [28], [29], [30] opens a new way of supporting data con-
fidentiality and integrity by performing codes in an isolated
space. This introduces the fundamental problem: how to
eliminate the privacy concerns and defend against the collu-
sion attacks? To fully realize this framework, there are four
technical challenges. Technical challenge 1: from the privacy
and auditing perspective, how to protect the donation pri-
vacy (identity, number, and sum) while achieving auditing
in an open donation system based on a blockchain? For
donators and donees who have different positions and
requirements in a donation system, we need to consider dif-
ferent anonymization strategies from existing ones. Espe-
cially, in non-blockchain-based donation systems, privacy
can be guaranteed if we secure the communication chan-
nels. However, we adopt the blockchain to channel dona-
tion systems with unforgeability and verifiability, which
makes the transmitted messages transparent [31]. Intui-
tively, encryption will protect the number and sum of dona-
tions. However, we need to audit them after an
untrustworthy collector distributes the donations, it is

challenging to generate auditing proofs while not under-
mining the confidentiality of number and sum. Technical
challenge 2: from the security and auditing perspective, how
to defend against collusion attacks and stealing attacks in
an anonymous donation system? Under a non-colluding
and honest-but-curious model, it is not difficult to achieve
auditing. However, in our target anonymous donation sys-
tems, there will be inside adversaries who steal the dona-
tions and incur financial and social consequences. This
requires the auditing to consider the gap between the digital
world and the physical world. Technical challenge 3: from the
formalization perspective, how to formally define and
prove the privacy and security of an anonymous and secure
donation system? Such a system is also a protocol including
entities and functions. Different from cryptographic proto-
cols, it needs adjustments when we are treating privacy and
security. Technical challenge 4: from the performance and
auditing perspective, how to build an anonymous and
secure donation system while maintaining acceptable costs?
We aim to provide several privacy and security objectives
by using cryptographic techniques and trusted hardware.
Instead of arbitrarily stuffing the system with such techni-
ques, we should integrate them reasonably to keep the sys-
tem up and running. Furthermore, we should consider cost
control by adjusting parameters and optimizing data struc-
tures without sacrificing privacy or security.

To address these challenges, we present Astraea, a
decentralized, anonymous, and secure auditing scheme for
donation systems. First, a donator holding several accounts
sends a donation to a community of donees. Each collector
publishes a Distribute Smart Contract (DiSC) that explicitly
clarifies the distribution logic. We propose a new building
block for decentralized, anonymous, and secure donation
auditing, i.e., Private Smart Contract (PSC) by integrating
the DiSC into an SGX Enclave. We design an efficient Proof-
of-Distribution (PoD) to protect the numbers while provid-
ing designated verifiability. We design an efficient Proof-of-
Asset (PoA) based on Pedersen commitments to protect the
sum while achieving public verifiability. Second, the collec-
tor publishes a normal Donation Smart Contract (DoSC).
Two transponders and the collector in each donation put
down a deposit [34], [35], [36] on the DoSC to track a dona-
tion. Each donation has a complete chain for the DoSC and
DiSC to refund deposits and defend against the stealing
attack. Consequently, the DiSC protects the link between
donator and donee in both donation distribution and
deposit refunding, thwarting collusion attack. Third, we
carefully define the privacy and security of Astraea by using
cryptographic games. Our contributions are as follows.

� Our work on Astraea represents the first formal
treatment of privacy and security on distributed
donation systems - a new architecture that aligns
with the process of current donation systems.
Astraea provides a formal privacy and security
model that captures the requirements of collectors
when migrating donations onto public ledgers.

� To protect donation privacy and prevent security
attacks, we design an auditing framework Astraea
based on PSCs to automatically, privately, and
securely distribute donations. We design PoA and

Fig. 1. Traditional system model of donation systems.
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PoD to enforce donation privacy while achieving
verifiability.

� We give formal analysis of privacy and security. We
report on our prototype implementation of Astraea
based on Ethereum and SGX to present experimental
results, demonstrating its feasibility and efficiency.
We also provide a performance comparison with
existing work.

The remainder of this paper is organized as below. We
review related work in Section 2. We introduce our system
architecture, threat model, and design objectives in Sec-
tion 3. We review preliminaries in Section 4. We present the
proposed Astraea in Section 5. In Section 6, we formally
analyze the privacy and security of Astraea. In Section 7, we
show the implementation of Astraea, evaluate its perfor-
mance, and compare with existing work. Finally, we give
discussions in Section 8 and conclude our work in Section 9.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we review proof-of-delivery, two blockchain-
based auditing frameworks, and private SC.

2.1 Proof-of-Delivery

Hasan et al. [11] proposed a blockchain based proof-of-
delivery scheme of physical items that leverages Ethereum
SCs to track items in a decentralized manner with integrity,
reliability, and immutability. The physical items are deliv-
ered from a seller to a buyer by a transporter. A trusted arbi-
trator intervenes when a dispute happens. Each of the
participants has a public Ethereum address and agrees on
all the conditions of a contract. An SC attestation authority
(SCAA) attests the SC to guarantee that the SC follows the
signed conditions. However, the existence of a SCAA con-
tradicts with the decentralization of blockchain.

Hasan et al. [12] proposed another proof-of-delivery
scheme to track the delivery of a shipped items regardless
of the number of intermediate transporters. When an item is
delivered between two participants, a chain of contracts is
created according to the number of transporters. They
require all participants to act honestly by using a double
deposit collateral and achieve automated payment to ensure
that each participant gets a fair reward upon successful
delivery.

Singh et al. [13] claimed that charities are not highly
transparent. They proposed a blockchain-based solution to
solve this problem by eliminating the presence of third par-
ties between donors and charities. The proposed solution is
implemented upon Ethereum and tested to track donation
process. All donations are made using SCs such that donors
know when and how their donations will be received.

2.2 Blockchain-Based Auditing

Solidus [6] is a distributed ledger system that hides transac-
tion values and the transaction graph amount between cli-
ents (banks) while keeping verifiability. Specifically,
identifying an edge in the transaction graph is equal to iden-
tifying which account’s balance changes with a transaction.
Hence, putting all balances in an Oblivious RAM (ORAM)
offers transaction graph confidentiality. In Solidus, clients
have to prove an application-defined notion of correctness

for each update. To do so, authors propose a Publicly-Verifi-
able Oblivious RAM Machine (PVORM) that defines legal
application-specific operations and they use Generalized
Schnorr Proofs (GSPs) to guarantee that account balances
and PVORMs are properly updated and remain valid.
Although Solidus provides private transactions, it only
achieves auditing by disclosing all the keys to an auditor
and opening transactions.

zkLedger [20] is a distributed auditing system among
banks to support strong transaction privacy, public verifi-
ability, and practical, useful auditing. Specifically, it pro-
vides fast and rich auditing by using Schnorr-type
non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs. In addition, it uses
a columnar ledger to prevent banks from hiding transac-
tions from the auditor, and banks can use rolling caches to
produce and verify answers. However, a transaction in
zkLedger contains an entry for every Bank so that each non-
participating bank has to commit to 0 and create three
proofs, leading to extra computational costs and communi-
cation overhead.

The promotion over existing works in this paper is that
Astraea provides strong donation privacy in a decentralized
framework while defending against two security attacks.

2.3 Private Smart Contract

Existing SC-based systems lack privacy and blockchain con-
sensus causes poor performance in SCs. Blockchains and
Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) have complemen-
tary properties: the former guarantees availability and per-
sistence of its state, and the latter offers minimal overhead
and verifiable computation with confidential state [37]. To
take advantage of the two techniques, Cheng et al. proposed
Ekiden, a system for highly performant and confidentiality-
preserving SCs [37]. Ekiden is enabled by a delicate and
secure integration of blockchains and trusted hardware that
separates computation from consensus. Compute nodes are
used to execute SC computation over private data off chain
in TEEs, then attest to their correct execution on chain. The
blockchain is maintained by consensus nodes which are not
equipped with trusted hardware. Hawk [25] is a blockchain
model of cryptography and privacy-preserving smart con-
tracts. It preserves transactional privacy from the public’s
view and allows a programmer to write a PSC in an intui-
tive manner. Arbitrum [38] is a platform for SCs with scal-
ability and privacy. It allows SCs to execute privately while
publishing only (saltable) hashes of SCs. Our proposed
scheme differs from existing schemes in designing a PSC
for donation privacy while maintaining scalability.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Before delving into technical details, we introduce the sys-
tem architecture, threat model, and design objectives of
Astraea. As we shall show, Astraea supports the full dona-
tion lifecycle while achieving privacy, security, and audit.

3.1 System Architecture

The system model consists of donator, transponder, collec-
tor, donee, auditor, and consortium blockchain (Fig. 2).

Donator. A donator is a person who donates some asset
(e.g., a package of facial masks) to the community of a donee
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via a collector. A donator hands the asset to a transponder
with the collector being the receiver. The donator encrypts
his donation response res and sends to the collector a
response message rm. Finally, the donator uploads a dona-
tion transaction Txdon to the consortium blockchain. In
auditing, each donator also collects the transactions sent
from DiSC to check whether his donation is distributed to
his intended donee.

Transponder. A transponder is hired by a logistics com-
pany to transport the assets from donator to collector, and
from collector to donee’s community. The logistics company
has warehouses for asset storage and logistics stations for
final pick-up. Transportation includes truck, airplane,
freight train, and ship. Upon receiving an asset from a dona-
tor, the transporter takes a photo of the asset, obtains a digi-
tal signature of the donator via an electronic hand-held
device and uploads a deliver transaction Txdel1 . Upon deliv-
ering the asset to the donee, the transporter uploads a
deliver transaction Txdel2 . If the donee is not available for
delivery, the transporter obtains a receipt after storing the
item in a logistics station.

Collector. A collector is in charge of collecting and distrib-
uting assets. A collector can be Red Cross, Centers for
Disease Control, companies, and commonwealth organiza-
tions. A predetermined set of collectors maintain a consor-
tium blockchain. Each collector publishes a DiSC to
distribute donations. The collector publishes and updates
an official website to record donation requests from donees.
For the requests, the collector publishes a DoSC to track
donations. After receiving transponder’s package, the col-
lector stores the package and uploads a store transaction
Txsto. The collector ships out the asset to a donee’s commu-
nity and uploads a ship transaction Txshi. At the end of a
donation period (e.g., a day), the Enclave processes all
responses to upload a batch of distribute transactions
{Txdisg and send a checklist message to the donee’s commu-
nity. After donees send a feedback message to the collector,
the Enclave sends a refund transaction Txref to the DoSC to
refund deposits.

Donee. A donee is the receiver of the asset. To complete
the handover, a donee has to provide a real-world address.
But for privacy concerns, individual donees assign the
address to a local community and go to the community for
donations. In the beginning, each donee publishes a dona-
tion request on the collector’s website stating the number of
donations in need and a community public key. We use the
community key with as a cloaked identity for donees. When

donees receive assets in their community, the community
goes through the checklist to see whether all donations have
arrived. The donee who successfully receives an asset
encrypts a donation feedback fb and sends to the collector a
feedback message fm. She uploads a receive transaction
Txrec.

Auditor. An auditor is responsible for monitoring the
donation distributions by collectors. In specific, the auditor
collects the transactions sent to DoSC and the transactions
sent from DiSC. It checks whether the aggregate of donation
numbers is tampered with by the collectors. We require that
each donation transaction and distribution transaction be
marked with a date so that auditing proceeds in terms of
individual days. This time period is flexible according to
different audit requirements.

Consortium Blockchain. We choose to use a consortium
blockchain maintained by all collectors to record donation
responses and track each donation. The underlying consen-
sus protocol can be a (crash-tolerant) consensus proto-
col [39], PBFT [40], or PoW [21]. We model each donation as
a Finite State Machine (FSM) whose state transitions are exe-
cuted by the DoSC. Transactions will invoke the functions in
the DoSC to trigger state transitions. Each donation has six
states: submitted, delivery, stored, shipped, delivered, and
received.

Interactions Between Two Worlds. There are two worlds
involved in our system: application (cyber world) and dis-
tribution of physical goods (physical world). The interac-
tions between the two worlds happen when an entity sends
or receives an asset. The first case includes a donator’s
handing the asset to a transponder and sending a response
message (donation transaction) to a collector (DoSC); a
transponder’s delivering the asset to the collector and send-
ing a delivery transaction to DoSC; a collector’s receiving
the asset and sending a store transaction; a collector’s hand-
ing the asset to a transponder and sending a ship (distribu-
tion) transaction to DoSC; a transponder’s delivering the
asset to the collector and sending a delivery transaction to
DoSC; a donee’s receiving the asset and sending a feedback
message (receive transaction) to DiSC (DoSC).

3.2 Threat Model

Donator and Donee. Donators/donees are honest-but-curi-
ous. Each donator/donee will follow the defined protocol
but is curious about the donation number of other donators.
We assume that the donee’s community also behaves
according to the protocol and does not collude with other
entities.

Collector and transponder.
(1) Collusion attack. A collector and a transponder

attempt to collude with each other to acquire the number,
sum, and donator/donee identity.

(2) Stealing attack. A malicious collector/transponder
intercepts the donations and steals asset to sell them at a
higher price.

Besides the two attacks, we assume that collectors, as
blockchain maintainers, will not try to undermine the block-
chain. Specifically, the stealing attack is about accountability
and we formally define its definition as follows.

Fig. 2. System architecture of astraea.
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Definition 1 (Stealing Attack). Given a donation set DO ¼
fdn1; . . . ; dnn1g, two transponders TP1, TP2, a collector C, a
community, and a set of donees’ public keys PK ¼
fpk1; . . . ; pkn2g, we define a normal donation function DF :
DO� PK ! sum, where sum is the donation sum in the
physical world after the TP2 delivers the donations to the
CM. When there are no stealing attacks, we have
sum

Pn1
i¼1 dni. If a stealing attack happens, one of the three

malicious parties (TP1, C, and TP2) intercepts some donations.
For simplicity, we deem the three malicious parties as one
adversary. We enhance the adversary’s power by considering
the ability to meddle with the donation chain and define a dona-
tion function under a stealing attack DF 0 : DO� S � PK !
sum0, where S is the set of number of stolen donations ½1; n1�
and sum0 <

Pn1
i¼1 dni.

Auditor. We assume that auditors are honest-but-curious
and behave faithfully when auditing the collectors. It means
that auditors cannot determine who was involved in dona-
tions [20]. They do not collude with other entities to provide
falsified audit reports.

Consortium Blockchain. We assume that the blockchain is
available at all times and it is not susceptible to denial-of-
service attacks [6].

3.3 Design Objectives

Our design objectives are three-fold: donation privacy,
security, and auditing. We construct corresponding crypto-
graphic games [41], [42] in which a Probabilistic Polyno-
mial-Time (PPT) adversary interacts with the algorithm
and we define the adversary’s winning advantage. We say
the algorithm is privacy-preserving and secure if the
adversary’s advantage in each game is negligible. For the
collusion attack, we give the adversaries the ability to cor-
rupt. Formally, the privacy and security objectives are
defined below.

(1) Donation Privacy. The donation privacy is threefold.
(1.1) Number: no adversaries except the donator/donee of
the donation can acquire the exact number of a donation,
(1.2) Sum: no adversaries can acquire the sum of donation
numbers, and (1.3) Identity privacy: the identity of a dona-
tor/donee is protected from other entities.

(1.1) Number. We compute the advantage of an adversary
A in observing the execution of the scheme P ¼
ðSetup;Donate;Distribute;Receive;AuditÞ and correctly
guessing the donation number from two commitments. We
call this advantage the number hiding advantage and
denote it by AdvNumA ðPÞ. We define the number hiding game
GameNum

A;P as follows:

1. Setup: A generates dn0, dn1, and gives them to C.
2. Execution: C executes P to obtain ðcm0; tokÞ and

ðcm1; tokÞ in two donation transactions.
3. Challenge: C chooses a uniform bit b 2 f0; 1g and

sends cmb to A.
4. Guess: A outputs a bit b0 sends it to C. A wins the

game if b0 ¼ b.
AdvNumA ðPÞ is the advantage of A in winning GameNum

A;P :

AdvNumA ðPÞ ¼ jPr½A wins� � 1

2
j ¼ jPr½b0 ¼ b� � 1

2
j:

(1.2) Sum. Sum is different than number that is hidden in
a commitment. We put the donation sum sum in the form of
Agg ¼ gsum for PoA verification. We define the sum hiding
game GameSumA;P as follows.

1. Setup: C generates n donation numbers dni, i 2 ½1; n�
and computes sum ¼P

i dni.
2. Execution: C executes P to obtain Agg.
3. Challenge: C sends Agg to A.
4. Guess: A outputs a value sum0 and sends it to C. A

wins the game if sum0 ¼ sum.
(1.3.1) Identity Privacy of Donator. We compute the advan-

tage of an adversary A in correctly guessing the identity idi
of a donator DRi. We call this advantage the identity indis-
tinguishability advantage and denote it by Adv

Ide1
A ðPÞ. We

define Adv
Ide1
A ðPÞ by using a challenge-response game. Let

DR ¼ fDR1; DR2; . . . ; DRng be the set of all donators,
including the PPT adversary A, the challenger C, and the
proposed Astraea scheme P. We define the identity indistin-
guishability game Game

Ide1
A;P as follows:

1. Setup: C collects identities idi, i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; ng.
2. Execution: C executes P with all donators DR and

records donation/distribution transactions.
3. Challenge: C chooses a k 2 ½1; n� and sends idi to A.
4. Guess:A selects a value k0 2 ½1; n� and sends it to C.A

wins the game if k0 ¼ k.
Adv

Ide1
A ðPÞ is the advantage of A in winning Game

Ide1
A;P:

Adv
Ide1
A ðPÞ ¼ jPr½A wins� � 1

n
j ¼ jPr½k0 ¼ k� � 1

n
j;

where A =2 DR, i.e., A is the collector, a transponder, or a
donee. Pr½k0 ¼ k� is the probability that A correctly guesses
k chosen by C. When A 2 DR, AdvIde1A ðPÞ ¼ Pr½k0 ¼ k� � 1

n�1 .
We do not consider it a successful attack whenDRk is A .

(1.3.2) Identity Privacy of Donee. We define a similar iden-
tity indistinguishability game Game

Ide2
A;P as follows:

1. Setup: C collects identities idi, i 2 ½1; n�.
2. Execution: C executes P with all donees DE and

records their receive transactions.
3. Challenge: C chooses a k 2 ½1; n� and sends idi to A.
4. Guess:A selects a value k0 2 ½1; n� and sends it to C.A

wins the game if k0 ¼ k.
Adv

Ide2
A ðPÞ ¼ jPr½A wins� � 1

n j ¼ jPr½k0 ¼ k� � 1
n j, where

A =2 DE. WhenA 2 DE, AdvIde2A ðPÞ ¼ jPr½k0 ¼ k� � 1
n�1 j.

(2) Security.
(2.1) Resistance to collusion attack. Astraea should prevent

the collusion attack between a collector and transponder,
i.e., the colluding parties cannot violate the donation pri-
vacy. We enhance the collector A’s power by considering
the ability to corrupt [43], [44]. Specifically, we model this
ability as a corrupt query CorruptðÞ. When A issues a query
to CorruptðÞ, C returns all the possessed information ITP to
A. We compute the advantage of A, i.e., a collector, collud-
ing with a transponder TP in correctly guessing the num-
ber, sum, and identity of donator/donee. We call this
advantage the collusion advantage and denote it by
AdvColA ðPÞ. If the collusion attack succeeds in guessing one of
the targets, we consider the attack successful, i.e., AdvColA ðPÞ
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equals to the advantage in the each of the games defined
above when attacking pertinent targets.

(2.2) Resistance to Stealing Attack. Astraea should prevent
the stealing attack, i.e., intermediate entities are held account-
able for their behaviors during each donation and malicious
entities will be punished if they steal an asset. We construct a
distinguisher D that interacts with a donation oracle with a
goal to determine whether the output sum was generated by
DF orDF 0. We define the stealing gameGameSteA;P as follows:

1. Setup: A donation system P is initialized. The access
to a donation oracle O is given toD.

2. Query: D chooses a donation set DO ¼ fdn1; . . . ;
dnn1g and queries it to O.

3. Respond: A random bit b is chosen. If b ¼ 0, respond
with sum ¼ DF ðDO;PKÞ; otherwise, respond with
sum ¼ DF 0ðDO; s;PKÞ where s is randomly drawn
from S.

4. Distinguish:D outputs a bit b0.
For the stealing attack to be detected, it must be that

jPr½DDF ðsumÞ=1�-Pr½DDF 0 ðsum0Þ=1�j is non-negligible.
(3) Auditing. We have two requirements for auditing:

equity and donation intention. These two requirements are
consistent with the verification of PoA and PoD. If the two
verification pass, we consider the auditing successful.

4 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we review the preliminaries, namely Peder-
sen commitments in Section 4.1, blockchain and SC in Sec-
tion 4.2, and Intel SGX in Section 4.3.

4.1 Pedersen Commitments

LetG be a cyclic groupwith jGj elements. g and h are two ran-
dom generators of G. A Pedersen commitment to an integer
a 2 f1; 2; . . . ;mg is computed as follows: choose a random
number r and return the commitment cm : gahr [45].

Pedersen commitments have two properties: (1) perfectly
hiding: cm reveals nothing about a, and (2) commitments
are computationally binding: if an adversary can open a
commitment cm from two different random numbers, then
it can be invoked to break the discrete logarithm assump-
tion in jGj by calculating loghg.

4.2 Blockchain and Smart Contract

Blockchain is a decentralized, verifiable, and tamper-proof
ledger that was initially used as an underlying technology to
solve the double-spending problem in cryptocurrencies [21].

It integrates economic modeling, peer-to-peer networking,
decentralized consensus, and cryptography to achieve dis-
tributed database synchronization. SC is a piece of self-
enforcing codes deployed on the blockchain with a unique
address and state variables. There are predefined and self-
executable functions in the SC triggered by specific transac-
tions. Executing functions in SCs requires some execution
fees to incentivize honest peers and mitigate denial of ser-
vice attacks.

4.3 SGX

Software Guard eXtensions (SGX) is a hardware extension
of Intel Architecture that enables an application to establish
a protected container, i.e., an enclave. It is protected by the
processor through access control. Accesses to the enclave
from outside the enclave are denied [28]. Only the processor
and programs in the enclave can access the code and data in
plaintext. Such an enclave provides confidentiality and
integrity. To protect the enclave outside of the CPU, it is
encrypted and integrity-protected by a specific key.

There are already many works on developing privacy-
enhanced applicationswith SGX. For instance, VC3 [46] lever-
aged SGX processors to isolate memory regions on individual
computers and secure distributedMapReduce computations.
SDTE [32] established a secure execution environment atop
SGX to protect the source data, and the data analysis results in
data trading. SecGrid [33] designed a secure SGX-enabled
smart grid system to support rich functionalities on custom-
ers’ private data.

5 THE PROPOSED ASTRAEA

In this section, we first give an overview of Astraea and then
present the details. We depict the state machine model of
Astraea in Fig. 3 and the information flow of Astraea in
Fig. 4. The pseudocodes for DiSC and DoSC are listed in
Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively. Table 1 shows the nota-
tions frequently used in Astraea.

Fig. 3. The state machine model of astraea.

Fig. 4. Information flow of astraea.
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5.1 Overview

To offer readers an overarching picture of the auditing pro-
cedures in the decentralized donation systems, we summa-
rize five phases: Setup, Donate, Distribute, Receive, and
Audit. In Setup, a donee publishes a donation request on a
collector’s website. The collector publishes to the blockchain
a SGX-protected DiSC and a DoSC. In Donate, a donator
hands the donation to a transponder, sends a donation mes-
sage to DiSC and a donation transaction to DoSC. The tran-
sponder delivers the donation to the collector and uploads a
delivery transaction to DoSC. In Distribute, the collector
receives a batch of donations, uploads store transactions to
the DoSC, uploads distribution transactions to the block-
chain, and hands the donations to transponders. A tran-
sponder uploads a delivery transaction to DoSC. In Receive,
a donee sends a feedback message to DiSC and uploads a
receive transaction to the blockchain. In Audit, auditors ver-
ify PoA to check the sum of donations and donators verify
PoD to check the distributions.

5.2 Setup

A cyclic group G is established by collectors with two ran-
dom generators g and h. A CCA2-secure public key crypto-
system S ¼ ðSetup;Enc;DecÞ is chosen with algorithms
Setup, Encryption, and Decryption. A secure hash function
H : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1gl is chosen.

The donation area is divided into a set of administrative
region DA ¼ fR1; R2; . . . ; RjDAjg. The consortium block-
chain is denoted as CB. The amount of deposit is dp. Each
collector publishes its own DiSC with a unique address

AddDi. The identity of a SC is a hexadecimal address of 20
bytes. It is used when calling a function in the SC. The
deployment of DiSC is different from normal Ethereum SCs
because it is integrated into an SGX Enclave. A public/pri-
vate key pair ðpkC;Di; skC;DiÞ is generated for each C’s DiSC
and stored in the Enclave by using the SGX Seal method.
Note that the private key skC;Di is known to its Enclave but
not C.

We assume that each collector C has a public/private key
pair ðpkC; skCÞ where pkC ¼ hskC and an official website to
call for donations. Each collector explicitly indicates the
logistics companies that can be chosen by donators for asset
delivery. Donators, donees, logistics companies, and trans-
ponders also have their own pair of keys.

A donee DEi publishes on C’s website her donation
request reqi ¼ ðRi; Ci; pkCMi

; dniÞ where CMi is DEi’s com-
munity, dni is the donation number. DEi also registers to
the community with a public key. C publishes a SGX-pro-
tected DiSC with a unique address AddDi and a key pair
ðpkC;Di; skC;DiÞ. By checking a collector’s website and look-
ing into the SC, donators can quickly find the latest
information.

5.3 Donate

A donator DRj sees this request on collector Ci’s website
and donates to DEi as follows. DRj hands the asset, pkCMi

,
and HðcljÞ to a transponder TP1 from LC, sets Ci as the
receiver, and obtains an order ID idj1. Here, clj is a checklist
stating the detailed asset information with a random code
used to reclaim deposits later. DRj forms a donation
response resj ¼ ðTP1; LC; idj1; dnj; clj; pkCMi

; �rj; reqi; timeÞ
and encrypts it with pkCi;Di to obtain a response message
rmj ¼ EncðpkCi;Di; resjÞ. �rj is a random number for PoD
verification.

To enable anonymous and secure auditing, DRj com-
putes a commitment cmj :¼ gdnjhrj where rj is a random
number. In addition, DRj computes a token tokj ¼ pk

rj
Ci

for
PoA verification. Finally, DRj sends rmj to Ci and sends a
donation transaction to DoSC:

TxdonDRj
¼ ð00Donate00; cmj; tokj;HðresjÞ; time; sÞ; (1)

where HðresjÞ is a digital proof of donation, and s is a
signature.

Before delivering the asset to Ci, TP1 sends a delivery
transaction to Ci’s DoSC including a deposit dp:

Tx
del1
TP1
¼ ð00Deliver001 ; pkCMi

;HðcljÞ; dp; time; sÞ; (2)

where HðcljÞ is used for donation tracking and refunding
deposits later.

5.4 Distribute

Upon receiving the donation from TP , Ci uploads a store
transaction to DoSC:

TxstoCi
¼ ð00Store00; pkCMi

;HðcljÞ; time; sÞ: (3)

After receiving the ciphertext rmj from DR, Ci’s SGX
Enclave decrypts it with skCi;Di to read resj into the
Enclave, which stores the response by calling the

TABLE 1
Key Notations of Astraea

Notation Definition

SGX Software Guard eXtensions
SC, PSC Smart Contract, Private Smart Contract
DoSC Donation Smart Contract
DiSC Distribution Smart Contract
PoA, PoD Proof-of-Asset, Proof-of-Distribution
FSM Finite State Machine
PPT Probabilistic Polynomial-Time
TEE Trusted Execution Environments
n1/n2 Number of donators/donees in games
S Number set of stolen donations
PK Set of donees’ public keys
DR, dn,DE Donator, donation number, donee
sum Sum of donation numbers
C, CM Collector, community
LC, TP Logistics company, transponder
cl, clm Checklist, checklist message
res, rm Donation response, response message
Agg g to the power of aggregate sum
DA, R Donation area, region
CB, Add Consortium blockchain, address of SC
ðpk; skÞ, dp public/private key pair, deposit
G; g, h Cyclic group; generator
S CCA2-secure public key cryptosystem
H, l Secure hash function, length of H
fb, fm Donation feedback, feedback message
cm, tok Commitment, token
AggTok,
AggCom

Aggregate of tokens, aggregate of
commitments
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function Respond in Algorithm 1. At the end of a day,
the Enclave performs donation distribution by calling
the function Distribute. For each res, the Enclave per-
forms as follows:

� Compute a new commitment cm0j  gdnjh�rj ;
� Compute new token tok0j  pk

�rj
Ci
;

� Compute sum ¼ sumþ dnj for PoA verification;
� Prepare a distribute transaction for auditing:

TxdisCi
¼ ð00Distribute00; pkCMi

;HðcljÞ; cm0j; tok0j; timeÞ;
(A signature will be added outside of the Enclave.)

� When all responses are processed, compute Agg ¼
gsum and a zero-knowledge proof p by using the
Sigma-protocol, prepare a final distribute transaction
ð00Distribute00;Agg;p; time; sÞ, and send fTxdisg to
CB;

� Reset the variables of DiSC for next batch of
responses.

Next, Ci hands the asset to the second transponder TP2,
sets CMi as the receiver, and obtains an order ID idj2. Ci

sends a ship transaction to DoSC:

TxshiCi
¼ ð00Ship00; pkCMi

;HðcljÞ; dp; time; sÞ: (4)

More importantly, Ci uploads a distribution transaction to
CB for each donation response:

TxdisCi
¼ ð00Distribute00; pkCMi

;HðcljÞ; cm0j; tok0j; time; sÞ:
(5)

Finally, the other transponder TP2 sends a delivery trans-
action to DoSC:

Tx
del2
TP2
¼ ð00Deliver002 ; pkCMi

;HðcljÞ; dp; time; sÞ: (6)

Algorithm 1. Pseudocode for DiSC

1 struct res; //Donation response Struct

2 struct dis; //Distribution Struct

3 struct ref; //Refund Struct

4 create sum ¼ 0; //sum of donation numbers

5 create res[] Res; //Array of donation responses

6 create dis[] Dis; //Array of distribution

transactions

7 create string[] List; //Array of donation

checklists

8 create ref[] Ref; //Array of refund

transactions

9 function Response(resj)
10 Res{} ðresjÞ;
11 function Distribute(Res{})

12 while not at end of Res{}

13 res  Res{}; //res ¼ ðTP; LC; id; dnj; clj; pkCMi
; �rj;

reqi; timeÞ
14 cm0  gdnjh�rj ; //compute new commitment
15 tok0  pk

�rj
Ci
; //compute new token

16 sum ¼ sumþ dnj; //update sum
17 Dis{} ð00Distribute00; pkCMi

;HðcljÞ; cm0; tok0; timeÞÞ;
//to send distribute transactions

18 List{} clj; //to send detailed asset

information to donees

19 Agg ¼ gsum; //for PoA verification

20 p ¼ ZKPfðskCi
ÞjACom

0skCi
in ¼ ATokin^ ACom

0skCi
out ¼

ATokoutg;
21 Dis{}  ð00Distribute00;Agg;p; time; sÞ; //for PoA

verification

22 sum ¼ 0; //clear sum

23 Return (Dis{}, List{});

24 function Clear()

25 Clear Dis{} and List{};

26 function Refund(fb)
27 Ref{}  ð00Refund00; pkCM;HðclÞ; time; sÞ; //to send

refund transactions

28 Return (Ref{});

Algorithm 2. Pseudocode for DoSC

1 struct don; //Donation Struct

2 mapping (bytes32 => don) Don; //Map of donation

pool

3 function Transfer(Tx)
4 Switch (Tx, Don½HðclÞ�.state){
5 Case: (Txdon, Empty)

6 Don½HðclÞ�.state = Submitted;

7 Case: (Txdel1, Submitted)

8 Don½HðclÞ�.state Delivery;

9 Don½HðclÞ�.deposit þ ¼ dp;
10 Case: (Txsto, Delivery)

11 Don½HðclÞ�.state Stored;

12 Don½HðclÞ�.deposit þ ¼ dp;
13 Case: (TxShi, Stored)

14 Don½HðclÞ�.state Shipped;

15 Case: (Txdel2, Shipped)

16 Don½HðclÞ�.state Delivered;

17 Don½HðclÞ�.deposit þ ¼ dp;
18 function Refund(Txref)
19 if (Don½HðclÞ�)
20 if (Don½HðclÞ�.state ¼¼ Received)

21 Refund dp to TP1, TP2, and C;

22 Don½HðclÞ�.state Received;

23 Don½HðclÞ�.deposit ¼ 0;
24 Return 00Donation Completed.00

5.5 Receive

Upon receiving the donations from transponders including
TP2, CMi distributes the donations to donees including DE
in its community. After unpacking a package, DEi obtains
the checklist clj. She forms a donation feedback fbi ¼
ðTP2; LC; idi; dnj; pkCMi

; clj; timeÞ and encrypts it with
pkCi;Di to obtain a feedback message fmj ¼ EncðpkCi;Di; fbiÞ.

Finally, DEi sends fmi to Ci’s DiSC and uploads a
receive transaction to CB:

TxrecDEi
¼ ð00Receive00;HðfbiÞ; time; sÞ: (7)

Note that the state transition of each donation is completed
by calling the function Transfer in Algorithm 2.

After receiving the ciphertext fmi from DEi, Ci’s SGX
Enclave decrypts it with skCi;Di to read fbi into the Enclave.
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The Enclave performs deposit refunding by calling the func-
tion Refund as follows:

� Compute HðcljÞ;
� Prepare a refund transaction for deposit refunding:

TxrefCi
¼ ð00Refund00; pkCMi

; time;HðcljÞ; sÞ;
� Send TxrefCi

to DoSC.

5.6 Audit

The auditor and the donator audit the output of the enclave.
For PoA verification, an auditor first records the transac-
tions Txdon sent to a collector and the transactions Txdis sent
from the collector’s Enclave in each donation period. Then
the auditor verifies PoA as follows:

� Compute aggregate ATokin ¼
Q

j pk
rj
Ci
;

� Compute aggregate ATokout ¼
Q

j pk
�rj
Ci
;

� Compute aggregate AComin ¼
Q

j g
dnj � hrj ;

� Compute aggregate AComout ¼
Q

j g
dnj � h�rj ;

� Compute ACom0in ¼ AComin=Agg;
� Compute ACom0out ¼ AComout=Agg;
� Verify logACom0in

ATokin ¼? logACom0outATokout.
We give a proof of correctness here:

AggTokin ¼
Q

j pk
rj
Ci
¼ pk

P
rj

Ci
,

AggTokout ¼
Q

j pk
�rj
Ci
¼ pk

P
�rj

Ci
,

AggComin ¼
Q

j g
dnj � hrj ¼ g

P
dnj � h

P
rj ,

AggComout ¼
Q

j g
dnj � h�rj ¼ g

P
dnj � h

P
�rj ,

Agg ¼ gsum ¼ g
P

dnj ,
AggCom0in ¼ AggComin=Agg ¼ h

P
rj ,

AggCom0out ¼ AggComout=Agg ¼ h
P

�rj ,

logAggCom0in
AggTokin ¼ log

h

P
rj
pk

P
rj

Ci
¼ skCi

,

logAggCom0outAggTokout ¼ log
h

P
�rj
pk

P
�rj

Ci
¼ skCi

.

For PoD verification, each donator records the transaction
sent from the collector’s Enclave in each donation period, i.e.,
the TxdisCi

with the HðcljÞ being his own. Then the donator dnj

verifies PoD by computing cm00j :¼ gdnjhr̂j and checking
cm00j ¼? com0. Since the random number is generated by DRj

and passed to the Enclave, the donator can easily and secretly
check whether the donation number in the new commitment
is consistentwith the one in the previous commitment.

6 PRIVACY AND SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we formally prove the privacy, security, and
auditing w.r.t. adversary model and design objectives.

6.1 Privacy

Theorem 1. Astraea is AdvNumA ðPÞ-number hiding against PPT
adversaries under the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH)
assumption, where AdvNumA ðPÞ � neglðnÞ.

Proof: In the DDH assumption, no PPT adversary can distin-
guish between ðh; hx; hy; hxyÞ and ðh; hx; hy; hzÞ. We assume
that A which is given ðg; h; pkCÞ can generate dn0 and dn1

such that it can distinguish the commitment and tokens to
dn0 from the commitment and token to dn1, i.e., A can dis-
tinguish the ðgdn0hr; hskcr; hskC Þ and ðgdn1hr; hskcr; hskC Þ. We

show how to use A to construct an adversary A0 to break
the DDH assumption.

1. A0 is given a challenge ðh;X; Y; ZÞ where Z is either
hxy or hz.

2. A0 samples a random generator g and calls A on
input ðg; h;XÞwhereX acts as pkC .

3. A generates two values dn0, dn1, and sends them to
A0.

4. A0 chooses a random bit b 2 f0; 1g, computes cmk ¼
gdnkY , and sets tok ¼ Z. A0 sends ðcmk; tokÞ to A.

5. A outputs a guess b0 and returns b0 to A0.
6. A0 outputs b0.
A0 runs in polynomial time since A does. There are two

cases to consider:
Case 1: A0 is given a challenge ðh; hx; hy; hzÞ. In this case,

the inputs to A have information-theoretically no informa-
tion about dnb: h

z is unrelated to gdnbhy. Thus,

Pr½A0ðG; h; ha; hb; hcÞ ¼ 1�
¼ Pr½AðG; g; h; hx; gdnbhy; hzÞ ¼ 1� ¼ 1

2
:

Case 2: A0 is given a challenge ðh; hx; hy; hxyÞ. In this case,
A has what it expects in the number hiding game with
skC ¼ x and r ¼ y. Thus,

Pr½A0ðG; h; hx; hy; hxyÞ ¼ 1�
¼ Pr½AðG; g; h; hx; gdnbhy; hxyÞ ¼ 1�:

Given that the DDH problem is hard relative to G, there
is a negligible function negl such that

neglðnÞ
	 jPr½A0ðG; h; ha; hb; hcÞ ¼ 1� � Pr½A0ðG; h; hx; hy; hxyÞ ¼ 1� j
¼ jPr½AðG; g; h; hx; gdnbhy; hzÞ ¼ 1�
� Pr½AðG; g; h; hx; gdnbhy; hxyÞ ¼ 1� j

¼ j 1
2
� Pr½AðG; g; h; hx; gdnbhy; hxyÞ ¼ 1� j

This implies Pr½AðG; g; h; hx; gdnbhy; hxyÞ ¼ 1� � 1
2þ neglðnÞ,

i.e., the advantage AdvNumA ðPÞ is negligible, completing the
proof. &

Theorem 2. Astraea is AdvSumA ðPÞ-sum hiding against PPT
adversaries under the Discrete Logarithm (DL) assumption.

Proof: In one of the distribution transactions released by a
collector, we hide sum in Agg ¼ gsum for PoA verification.
The underlying security is straightly drawn from the DL
assumption. &

Theorem 3. Astraea is Adv
Ide1
A ðPÞ-identity indistinguishable

against PPT adversaries under the Elliptic Curve Discrete Log-
arithm Problem (ECDLP), where AdvIde1A ðPÞ � 1

2jhj .

Proof: We prove according to the four types of adversar-
ies: donator, collector, transponder, and donee.

(1) Donator as A. A, who is not the chosen DRk, can cor-
rectly guess k by either correctly guessing the value of sk or

(2) randomly guessing k. As Adv
Ide1
A ðPÞ = Pr½k0 ¼ k� � 1

n�1 ,
we have
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Adv
Ide1
A1
ðPÞ ¼ n� 1

n
� 1

2jhj
þ 1

n� 1
� 1

n� 1

¼ n� 1

n
� 1

2jhj
<

1

2jhj
;

which is negligible under the ECDLP.
(2) Collector as A. A malicious collector is outside of the

donator set and its target is among the n donators. Although
it handles the matching for the n users, the plaintexts are in
the Enclave and hidden from the collector. We have

Adv
Ide1
A ðPÞ ¼ Pr½k0 ¼ k� � 1

n
¼ 1

2jhj
þ 1

n
� 1

n
¼ 1

2jhj
;

which is negligible.
(3) Transponder and Donee as A. The transponder and

donee are is also outside of the donator set. Similar to the
collector scenario, we have Adv

Ide1
A ðPÞ ¼ 1

2jhj .
To summarize, the proposed Astraea scheme is Adv

Ide1
A

ðPÞ-identity indistinguishable against PPT adversaries. &

Theorem 4. Astraea is Adv
Ide2
A ðPÞ-identity indistinguishable

against PPT adversaries, where AdvIde2A ðPÞ � 1
2jhj .

Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we also have four
types of adversaries here: donator, collector, transponder,
and donee. The donees only interact with the system (block-
chain) when uploading a receive transaction, so in the first
three cases, the adversaries are observers and the advantage
Adv

Ide2
A ðPÞ ¼ Pr½k0 ¼ k� ¼ 1

2jhj . In the last case, the malicious
donee has to guess the identity of other n� 1 donees which
leads to Adv

Ide2
A ðPÞ ¼ Pr½k0 ¼ k� < 1

2jhj . Therefore, the pro-

posedAstraea scheme is AdvIde2A ðPÞ-identity indistinguishable
against PPT adversaries. &

6.2 Security

Theorem 5. Astraea is AdvColA ðPÞ-collusion resistant against
PPT adversaries under the DDH assumption, the DL assump-
tion, and the ECDLP.

Proof: A malicious collector A colludes with a transponder
(s) to share information, i.e., A has the ability to corrupt. To
disclose the number or sum of a donator, A and trans-
ponders are given challenges as in the first two games in
Section 3.3. The SGX-protected secure distribution environ-
ment has cut off the operability from the collector, which
leaves no possibility for the colluding parties to learn more
than what has already been known. To disclose the identity
of a donator/donee, A can correctly guess k by either cor-
rectly guessing the value of sk, or (2) randomly guessing k.
Even though A obtains all information of the transponder
(s), they are only observers regarding identity. Therefore,
AdvColA ðPÞ is negligible.

Formally, we prove Theorem 5 by using a sequences of
games [47], [48]. Let Si be the event that b0 ¼ b in Gamei for
0 � i � 3. It is sufficient to prove that the view ofA in the real
world and that in the simulated world is computationally
indistinguishable [49]. To this end, we define the following
three games, between whom the indistinguishabilities can be
reduced to underlying assumption/problem:

� Game0: This is the real world where the system is
running between honest donators/donees, and

some transponders controlled by a malicious collec-
tor A.

� Game1: This is identical to Game0 except that every
commitment cm generated by honest donators is
replaced with a simulated one cm0 ¼ gr1hr2 , where r1
and r2 are two random numbers. Indistinguishability
between Game0 and Game1 comes from the DDH
assumption, i.e., jPr½S0� � Pr½S1�j ¼ �ddh, where �ddh is
the DDH-advantage of some efficient algorithm.

� Game2: This is identical to Game1 except that every
aggregate sum Agg is generated by computing a ran-
dom Agg0 ¼ gr. Indistinguishability between Game1
and Game2 comes from the DL assumption, i.e.,
jPr½S1� � Pr½S2�j ¼ �dl.

� Game3: This is identical to Game2 except that every
pair of private key and public key of an honest dona-
tor/donee is replaced by a different one. Indistin-
guishability between Game2 and Game3 comes from
the ECDLP, i.e., jPr½S2� � Pr½S3�j ¼ �ecdlp.

It is evident that Pr½S3� ¼ 1=2. Combining the three equa-
tions above, we have jPr½S0� � 1=2j � �ddh þ �dl þ �ecdlp,
which is negligible. We complete the proof. &

Theorem 6. Astraea resists to the stealing attack under the
ECDLP.

Proof: Recall that we require that donees registers to their
community (Section 5.2. Setup) with a public key. In each
donation, entities except the donator are required to put
down a security deposit [34], [35], [36]. In event of stealing,
the malicious parties will not be able to send a receive trans-
action to the blockchain on behalf of a donee. The stealing
will be caught and the deposits will not be returned to the
thief.

Let P be the proposed Astreae and P0 be the ECDLP. Let
A (TP1, C, TP2) be a PPT adversary attacking P and A0 be a
PPT adversary attacking P0. Let Att be the event that A suc-
cessfully steals a donation without being caught and Att0 be
the event that A0 breaks the P0.

Now we assume that A has non-negligible advantage in
launching a stealing attack against P and show how to con-
struct A0 breaking P0 with a non-negligible advantage:

1. A0 invokes A as a subroutine.
2. A inputs s toDF 0.
3. A0 output what A outputs.
A0 runs in polynomial time since A does. If Att happens,

then Att0 happens, i.e., Pr½Att0� ¼ Pr½Att�. This is because
when a stealing attack succeeds, it must be that A has com-
puted or acquired at least one private key of a donee and
then submits a receive transaction to cover the malicious act,
i.e., AdvSteA ðPÞ is negligible, thus allowing A0 to solve the
ECDLP. Since the ECDLP is difficult to be broken, we have
jPr½DDF ðsumÞ ¼ 1� � Pr½DDF 0 ðsumÞ ¼ 1�j is non-negligible
and D can distinguish DF 0 from DF , completing the
proof. &

6.3 Auditing

For equity, we allow an auditor to check the donation sum
of processed donation transactions in one donation period
by efficiently leveraging the aggregate of commitments and
the aggregate of tokens. When the PoA verification pass, the
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auditor will be convinced that the collector does not tamper
with the sum, thus auditing the equity.

For donation intention, we allow each donator to check
the committed number in the associated distribution trans-
action. When the PoD verification pass, the donator believes
that his contribution is counted, thus auditing donation
intention.

6.4 Possible Attacks and Security Assumptions

Lying Donators. A malicious donator can overstate his
donated assets. This is an interesting attack and we give an
idea of how to address it. First, we build a TEE-enabled
monitoring system with a micro-controller to periodically
sense the inside of a donation package, generate unforge-
able data, and upload an “encrypted” donation number to
the blockchain [50]. However, this brings the donators extra
costs that we have to consider cost control. Second, we
allow the auditor to securely verify the consistency of
claimed donation number and the real donation number via
zero-knowledge proof of knowledge.

Lying Donees. A malicious donee can pretend not to
receive the assets that are indeed delivered. Since we ask
the donees to go to their community for donations, thereby
protecting their home address, this attack can be prevented
by asking the community (where an automatic device dis-
tributes assets or staff manually operates) to confirm the
final delivery by interacting with the blockchain.

Multiple Auditors. Putting the entire trust on a single
auditor naturally makes one associate with single-point-of-
failure. Operating multiple auditors is a better solution that
not only reduces the workload for one auditor but also
increases the credibility of the auditing and the cost of dis-
honest auditing.

Collusion Between Donator/Donee and With Transponder.
Such an attack does not convey many financial incentives
compared with our proposed collusion attack, still, it may
cause some consequences. For example, a donator and a
transponder fabricate a donation; a transponder does not
deliver a donator’s asset to a collector but secretly hands it
to a colluding donator/donee; and a transponder does not
deliver collector’s distributions to a community but secretly
hands it to a colluding donator/donee. The first attack can
be easily defended because the collector does not receive
the actual asset; the second attack is a stealing attack that
will be detected by the honest donator; the last attack can be
eliminated by asking the community to send a receive trans-
action to the blockchain and enhance the consistency of the
donation chain.

All the four cases above are beneficial to our future work
and we believe there are more to be explored.

6.5 51% Attack and Transaction Reordering Attack

We have used the Proof-Of-Authority (POA) consensus in
the Ethereum-based experiments. Different from the 51%
attack against the PoW, the 51% attack against POA requires
an adversary to gain control over 51% of network nodes,
which is more difficult than obtaining 51% computational
power.

The Ethereum classic uses the PoW consensus algorithm
similar to Bitcoin, which is vulnerable to the 51% attack.

However, a leading organization behind the Ethereum Clas-
sic network, ETC Labs, proposed defense mechanisms to
stabilize the network’s plummeting hashrate and resist
future 51% attacks [51]. Moreover, the Ethereum co-founder
Vitalik Buterin is leading the charge in quickly organizing
potential solutions to 51% attacks by moving to the Proof-
of-Stake (PoS) mining from PoWmining [52].

Since distributed networks possess some degree of
latency, they are prone to a transaction reordering attack.
To mitigate this attack, we can leverage a transaction counter
in the smart contract. When there is a state-modifying trans-
action triggering a function in the smart contract, we add
one to the counter. We can also send a transactionCount value
to when we initiate our transaction. If the counter’s value
does not equal to the one we have given, the transaction
reverts.

7 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we build a prototype of Astraea based on a
Ethereum test network and Intel SGX to evaluate its compu-
tational costs, communication overhead, and monetary cost.
We also compare Astraea with existing work.

7.1 Experimental Settings

We initiate a collector on a laptop (Lenovo Thinkpad X1
Carbon) with Ubuntu18.04, 8GB RAM, and a SGX-sup-
ported CPU (i5-10210u, 4-core, 4.20GHz). We install geth
(Ethereum client) on our Collector node to communicate
with other three computers (blockchain nodes) and deploy
the DoSC contract. We use puppeth to create the genesis
block with a Proof-of-Authority consensus mechanisms
(Clique). Our smart contract is written in Solidity language,
and other parts of the program are written in Go language.
We choose G to be the group of points on the elliptic curve
secp256k1 with jgj ¼ 512. The hash function is SHA256. We
have uploaded the codes to https://github.com/UbiPLab/
Astraea.

7.2 SGX-protected EVM Configuration

To prepare the SGX runtime and development environ-
ment, we clone the SGX source codes published by Intel
and install the required tools. We install the SGX-driver,
SGX-SDK, and SGX-PSW. To run a SC inside SGX, we
extract Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) source code from
Go-ethereum repository,1 and adopt the EGo framework.2

EVM is the runtime environment for SCs (transaction execu-
tion) while EGo runs EVM in SGX.

7.3 Smart Contract Deployment

We use the browser-side SC development tool Remix to
write codes. We use truffle, a javascript based Ethereum
development framework to deploy DoSC. The DiSC is com-
piled into bytecode and export Application Binary Interface
(ABI) information by using Solidity Compiler (SolC).
EVM can read the bytecode and ABI file to run DiSC.

1. https://github.com/ethereum/go-ethereum
2. https://www.ego.dev/
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7.4 Computational Costs

We now analyze the computational costs for five entities
(donators, transponder 1, collector processing n donations,
transponder 2, and donee) and audit through counting the
cryptographic operations in four phases. The theoretical
and practical results are recorded in Table 2.

In Donate, a donator computes a donation message,
which is an encryption of donation response Tenc. The
donator also computes a donation transaction, which con-
sists of a hash of checklist Thash, a commitment on donation
number 2Tmul þ Tadd (one scale multiplication and two and
on point addition in G), a token Tmul, and a signature Tsig.
The transponder 1 computes a delivery transaction and the
computational cost is from generating a signature Tsig. In
Distribute, the collector computes one store transaction,
decrypts n response messages, computes n commitments, n
tokens, n zero-knowledge proofs, Agg, nþ 1 distribution
transactions, and one ship transaction. Each proof genera-
tion requires ð4n� 2ÞTadd þ 2Tmul þ 2Thash. The total cost is

2Thash þ ð2nþ 1ÞTsig þ nTdec þ ð3nþ 3ÞTmul þ ð5n� 2ÞTadd.
The transponder 2 computes one delivery transaction. In
Receive, the donee computes a hash of donation feedback,
an encryption of donation feedback, and a receive transac-
tion, which is Thash þ Tenc þ Tsig. The collector computes n
decryption of feedback messages, and n refund transactions,
which is nðTdec þ TsigÞ. In Audit, the auditor computes
2ðn� 1Þ multiplications of tokens, 2ðn� 1Þ multiplications
of commitments, 2 divisions, and verifies n zero-knowledge
proofs. The proof verification requires only 2ð2Tmul þ Tadd þ
ThashÞ. The total cost is ð4n� 1ÞTadd þ Thash. The donator
computes one commitment, i.e., 2Tmul þ Tadd.

7.5 Communication Overhead

We analyze the computational costs for five entities by
counting the length of transmitted messages in three
phases. The theoretical and practical results are recorded
in Table 3.

TABLE 2
Comparison of Computational Costs (Time Unit: Ms)

TABLE 3
Comparison of Communication Overhead (Size Unit: KBytes)
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In Donate, a donator sends a response message to a col-
lector and the communication overhead is jrmj ¼ Senc. The
donator also uploads a donate transaction Txdon consisting
of a string 00Donate00, two points cm and tok, a hash value
HðclÞ, a string dp, a timestamp time, and a signature s. The
communication overhead is Sstr þ 2Sg þ Shash þ Sstr þ
Sstr þ Ssig ¼ 3Sstr þ Shash þ Ssig. The transponder 1 uploads
a deliver transaction Txdel1 with a length of 3Sstr þ Sg þ
Shash þ Ssig. In Distribute, the collector uploads a store
transaction Txsto , ðnþ 1Þ distribute transactions fTxdisg ,
and a ship transaction Txshi . The total communication over-
head is ð2nþ 6ÞSstr þ ð3nþ 5ÞSg þ ðnþ 3ÞShash þ ðnþ
3ÞSsig. The transponder 2 uploads the same amount of mes-
sages as the transponder 1. In Receive, the donee sends a
feedback message of length Senc and a receive transaction
Txrec of length 2Sstr þ Shash þ Ssig.

7.6 Network Delay

We test the consensus time of the underlying blockchain
network and the transaction confirmation time. We set the
block creation time to be 20 seconds. Experimental results
in Fig. 5a show that the real consensus time fluctuates
around 20 seconds due to the hardware interference. We
test the transaction confirmation time by using waitForTran-
sactionReceipt() and record elapsed time by using time.time().
We set 5 seconds as the interval time between two donation
transactions. Experimental results in Fig. 5b show that the
confirmation time for the donators varies due to network
delay and consensus mechanism.

7.7 Gas Costs and Monetary Costs

The monetary costs originate from the gas costs of invoking
Ethereum SCs. In Astraea, there are eight types of transac-
tions: Txdon, Txdel1 , Txsto, Txshi, Txdis, Txdel2 , Txrec, and Txref .
The test script was written in Python 3.7 with web3py
library, and we collect the GasUsed value through transac-
tion receipts. We repeated the experiment for 1 to 10 ride
requests and obtained the gas costs for each function in the
SC. The ether price is $2532:83 on January 23, 20223 and the
gas price is 1 Gwei (1 Gwei ¼ 10�9 wei). The gas cost and
monetary cost for each type of transactions are shown in
Figs. 6a and 6b where it only costs $0:44 to send a donation
transaction.

7.8 Scalability

Scalability refers to how the blockchain scales with the
increase in the network size [53]. We create 500 donators
using geth client. Each account receives 1000 ether from one
pre-funded miner account. Since web3py is a none thread-
safe library, we write transaction scripts in a loop. We mea-
sure the transaction confirmation time for the eight types of
transactions. Experimental results in Fig. 7 indicate that the
total time needed for reaching consensus of a new block is
stable regardless of the network size. Therefore, we can sup-
port more donators to participate in the system. Further-
more, authorities can decrease block interval and increase
block size according to the increase in number of donations.

7.9 Comparison With Existing Work

We also compare Astraea with existing work: Delivery1 [11],
Delivery2 [12], Tracking [13], Solidus [6], and zkLedger [20]
in terms of communication and computation costs. The
comparison results are recorded in Tables 2 and 3. In [11],
we consider seller as donator and buyer as donee. The
scheme is rather simple for only hashing keys, signing
transactions, and sending string keys and signatures. The
operations in [12] is similar to [11] while supporting multi-
ple transponders. In [13], an NGO, as a collector, submits a
donation request for each donation to an SC. Donators inter-
acts with the SC via buying tokens and donating tokens. In
Solidus [6], a sending user (donator) signs a transaction
(transfer a value v to a receiving user at bank 2) and gives it
to bank 1, which decrypts two ciphertexts, generates a range
proof, encrypts the value and a public key, and updates its
publicly-verifiable oblivious RAMmachine. The bank 2 gen-
erates a range proof and produces a signature. We see the
two banks as a whole, i.e., a collector. The range proof of v 2
½0; 2tÞ requires 5þ 10t multiplications on elliptic curve and t
encryptions. The proof verification requires 7þ 12t multi-
plications. In zkLedger, a transaction happens between a
sending bank and a receiving bank. Each bank has to send a
commitment, an audit token, a proof-of-asset, a proof-of-
balance, and a proof-of-consistency. The first three compari-
son schemes have lower costs and overhead for using sim-
plified framework and lacking security mechanisms.
ZkLedger’s proof generation time is almost twelve times
than ours and it increases with n. The comparison results
show that Delivery1 [11] and Delivery2 [12] have the lowest
cost/overhead for donators and donees for using a simpli-
fied system; Astraea performs the best and the same with
Delivery1 [11] and Delivery2 [12] regarding two trans-
ponders’ computational costs (not the communication

Fig. 5. Network delay.

Fig. 6. Gas costs and monetary costs.

3. https://coinmarketcap.com
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overhead for sending extra information); Astraea does not
stand out for collector’s computational cost due to the gen-
eration of PoA and PoD (but is communication overhead is
less than Solidus [6]). Although Astraea does not perform
the best, the other schemes cannot achieve all objectives in a
donation, while Astraea provides strong donation privacy.

8 DISCUSSIONS

8.1 Other Forms of Donation Chain

It is possible that other forms of donation chains exist. For
example, a donator directly drops an asset at a collector’s
front gate and the donation chain is donator-collector-tran-
sponder-donee. For other chains, we can also design corre-
sponding smart contract and adapt to their settings.

8.2 Donation Privacy

Public donation releases the identity of donators and the
donation information. Astraea is essentially a private

donation system that protects the number of a donation, the
sum of donation numbers, and identity privacy of donators.

The number of a donation is important for three reasons.
(1) Sensitivity of the assets. Some assets are sensitive and
they convey the privacy of donators. For example, donat-
ing a large number of facial masks during the pandemic
may reveal that the donator has a stable source of facial
masks and plenty of money. This will attract attention
from malicious parties who will list the donator as a rob-
bery target. When donating antiques, famous paintings,
and manuscripts to a museum, one item may not stand
out, but three or more items probably link the donator to a
specific historical event, which the donator tries to lie deep
in the heart. (2) Importance of the assets. Some assets are
vital to donees’ basic living and they should be protected
during transit. For example, one hospital/state donates
organs/food to another hospital/state that falls short of
supply. Such assets are moving targets for malicious mer-
chants who attempt to loot the assets to trade for money.
(3) Moral abduction. Some celebrities prefer to hide their
donation number in case of moral abduction. If a famous
movie star does not donate the expected number of money
to a red cross at a place after an earthquake, she/he may
be facing criticism from unfriendly cyber users or fans
who dislike her/him.

Sum of Donation Numbers. The explanation above induces
the importance of the sum of donation numbers. The collec-
tor in Astraea may become a target if the sum is revealed
after receiving and distributing all donations.

Identity privacy of donator and donee exists in two
worlds: cyber world and physical world. Although there
are few works addressing the identity privacy in physical
world, it is not difficult to see that a transponder actually
can see a donator’s face (some kind of identity) during asset
collection, thus violating identity privacy. To mitigate this
attack, we can ask transponder to retrieve the asset from a
logistics station to avoid the direct contact between donator
and transponder. In the cyber world, if a donator only
makes a one-time donation, then the identity privacy is well
protected. For multiple donations, we can ask the donators
to register multiple Ethereum accounts and use a new
account for each donation.

8.3 Security Concerns of Trusted Hardware

Although there exist practical attacks on the trusted hard-
ware, there have been many defense methods. For example,
program obfuscation for branch prediction attack [54], mod-
ifying kernel’s memory management service for memory
attack [55], partitioning the set associative memory struc-
tures for contention-based and access-based cache
attacks [56], and padding executing time to a constant by
dummy loop for timing-channel attack [57]. Another attack
is rollback attack, where the adversary violates the integrity
of a protected application state by replaying old persistently
stored data or by starting multiple application instances [58].
Matetic et al. [58] designed a rollback protection system
named ROTE to protect integrity as a distributed system
between multiple enclaves running on separate processors.
The defense idea is based on the fact that the owner of pro-
cessors can assign multiple processors to assist each other.

Fig. 7. Scalability of astraea.
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8.4 Adoption of TEE and Hyperledger Fabric

Hyperledger Fabric is a prominent permissioned blockchain
framework. The adoption of TEE and Hyperledger Fabric is
also possible. Brandenburger et al. [59] proposed a solution
for secure smart-contract execution on a blockchain using
TEE (Intel SGX) and Hyperledger Fabric. It is a modular
platform for consortium blockchains and it offers a notion
of consensus whose outputs are always final to avoid the
protocol-inherent rollback attack. We did not compare with
the Hyperledger Fabric-based framework because our
research group has been conducting experiments with the
widely adopted Ethereum platform (we refer the interested
readers to https://github.com/UbiPLab for our codes).
However, we believe that it is interesting to realize TEE
upon Hyperledger Fabric and verify computation/commu-
nication costs. We believe there will be slight differences
regarding efficiency given their differences on objective,
confidentiality, consensus, and language.

8.5 Extensions

We put the donation at the heart of the paper for three rea-
sons. First, the social and economic disruption caused by
the COVID-19 is devastating, and people around the world
have been fighting against the pandemic for more than two
years. Second, people of goodwill are donating facial masks
to slow down the spread of the virus but we are also wit-
nessing the loss and theft of valuable donations. Third, the
decentralized donation systems have some unique features,
especially on privacy and security, and there are corre-
sponding technical challenges to be addressed, which are
worthy to be investigated.

The system is a case study and it can be extended to other
use cases (with some small modifications accordingly) where
goods (materials) in transit are important to senders or
receivers and auditing is essential to all stakeholders. First,
the system can be a private delivery system that transports
precious antiques and personal documents. Second, Astraea
applies to important medical donation systems that transport
organs (e.g., heart and kidney) for a patient far away. In such
systems, donation privacy is quite important due to the nature
of the assets. Third, Astraea is suitable for a supply chain
where food, e.g., water, fruits, and plants, is delivered to pla-
ces running short of supply. Such a case calls for auditing.

9 CONCLUSION

We have proposed Astraea to realize decentralized, anony-
mous, and secure auditing for donation systems. Based on
private smart contracts, Astraea provides donation privacy
for donators and security against collusion attacks and
stealing attacks. Donators can make donations without pri-
vacy concerns on their identity and donation, the collectors
can efficiently process the donations in a batch manner, the
donators and an auditor can verify the distribution. We for-
mally define and prove the privacy and security of Astraea.
We implement a prototype based on Ethereum and SGX to
evaluate its performance. The experimental results indicate
that Astraea exhibits practical performance.
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